Variants of AsCpf1 with altered PAM specificities have been derived. Nishimasu et al. determined the highresolution crystal structures of two of these variants bound to a crRNA and its target DNA, thereby explaining their altered PAM specificities.
In Brief
Variants of AsCpf1 with altered PAM specificities have been derived. Nishimasu et al. determined the highresolution crystal structures of two of these variants bound to a crRNA and its target DNA, thereby explaining their altered PAM specificities.
INTRODUCTION
In the CRISPR-Cas prokaryotic immune systems, the effector ribonucleoprotein complexes consisting of Cas protein(s) and a CRISPR RNA (crRNA) are responsible for the degradation of foreign genetic elements (Marraffini, 2015; Barrangou and Doudna, 2016; Wright et al., 2016; Mohanraju et al., 2016) . The CRISPR-Cas effector nucleases cleave the target nucleic acids complementary to the crRNA guide, and the crRNA-guided target DNA unwinding initiates with the recognition of a specific nucleotide sequence near the target sites, called the protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) (Jinek et al., 2012; Sternberg et al., 2014) .
The CRISPR-Cas systems are classified into two classes, which are further divided into six types . The effector nucleases in the class 2 CRISPR-Cas system, such as Cas9 in the type II system and Cpf1 in the type V system, contain a single Cas protein, and they can cleave doublestranded DNA targets complementary to the crRNA guide (Nishimasu and Nureki, 2016; Shmakov et al., 2017) . Several Cas9 orthologs, such as Cas9 from Streptococcus pyogenes (SpCas9) and Staphylococcus aureus (SaCas9), exhibit robust DNA cleavage activities in numerous cell types and organisms, and they have been harnessed for a variety of genome engineering technologies, as exemplified by genome editing (Cong et al., 2013; Mali et al., 2013; Jinek et al., 2013; Ran et al., 2015) . The two Cpf1 orthologs from Acidaminococcus sp. BV3L6 (AsCpf1) and Lachnospiraceae bacterium ND2006 (LbCpf1) also exhibit robust activities in mammalian cells, and they can be utilized as precise genome-editing tools Kim et al., 2016 Kim et al., , 2017 Kleinstiver et al., 2016) . Cpf1 has several distinct properties from Cas9, and, thus, it can serve as a useful alternative to Cas9 in genome editing. Unlike Cas9, Cpf1 can process the crRNA array into mature crRNAs, thereby enabling the simultaneous targeting of multiple target genes (Fonfara et al., 2016; Zetsche et al., 2017) . In addition, whereas SpCas9 recognizes NGG as the PAM (Jinek et al., 2012) , AsCpf1 recognizes TTTV (V is A, G, or C) as the PAM, thereby extending the range of the target sequences in genome-editing applications .
The crystal structure of the AsCpf1-crRNA-target DNA complex provided mechanistic insights into the crRNA-guided DNA recognition and cleavage Gao et al., 2016) . AsCpf1 adopts a bilobed architecture that accommodates the crRNA-target DNA heteroduplex. The PAM-containing DNA duplex adopts a distorted conformation characteristic of a T-rich DNA duplex, and it is recognized by AsCpf1 via the base and shape readout mechanisms . The RuvC and Nuc domains are located at positions suitable to induce staggered DNA double-strand breaks at the PAM-distal positions. A structural comparison of the AsCpf1-crRNA-DNA ternary complex Gao et al., 2016) with the LbCpf1-crRNA binary complex (Dong et al., 2016 ) indicated a structural rearrangement accompanying the crRNA-target DNA heteroduplex formation. Furthermore, a structural comparison of Cpf1 with Cas9 explained their distinct functionalities, and it suggested the functional convergence between the class 2 CRISPR-Cas effector nucleases .
Recently, a structure-guided mutagenesis screen identified two AsCpf1 variants with altered PAM specificities (Gao et al., 2017) . The RVR variant contains three substitutions (S542R/ K548V/N552R), and it efficiently cleaves target sites with the non-canonical TATV PAM, in addition to those with the canonical TTTV PAM. In contrast, the RR variant contains two substitutions (S542R/K607R), and it cleaves target sites with the non-canonical TYCV PAM, including the T-less CCCC PAM. Importantly, these two AsCpf1 variants showed robust activities in human cells, thus contributing to the expansion of target spaces in Cpf1-mediated genome editing; however, the altered PAM recognition mechanisms of these variants remained unknown. It is particularly interesting to determine how the K607R substitution contributes to the altered PAM recognition by the RR variant, since Lys607 in the PAM-interacting (PI) domain is critical for the TTTV PAM recognition by wild-type (WT) AsCpf1 . It is also unknown how the S542R substitution functions in the distinct PAM recognition mechanisms of the RVR and RR variants. In addition, the means by which the K548V and N552R substitutions participate in the altered PAM recognition by the RVR variant are not readily predictable.
Here we present the high-resolution crystal structures of the RVR and RR variants of AsCpf1 in complexes with the crRNA and its target DNA with the altered PAMs. A structural comparison of the two RVR and RR variants with WT AsCpf1 revealed that they achieve the altered PAM recognition mainly via newly formed base-specific interactions with the altered PAM-complementary nucleotides. Furthermore, a structural comparison between the AsCpf1 and SpCas9 variants revealed similarities and differences in their altered PAM recognition mechanisms.
RESULTS

In Vitro Cleavage Activities of the AsCpf1 Variants
In a previous study, the PAM specificities of the two AsCpf1 variants were determined by a PAM identification assay, in which AsCpf1-expressing HEK293T cell lysates were incubated with the crRNA and a library of plasmids containing a constant target sequence and a degenerate PAM (Gao et al., 2017) . We thus evaluated the in vitro cleavage activities of the purified RVR and RR variants toward plasmid DNA substrates containing a 24-nt target sequence and different potential PAMs.
Since the RVR variant efficiently cleaved target sites with the TATV PAM (Gao et al., 2017) , we examined the ability of the RVR variant to cleave 13 plasmid DNA targets with NATA, TNTA, TANA, or TATN as the potential PAM ( Figures 1A and  S1A ). The RVR variant efficiently cleaved the TATA target site, as compared with the VATA (V is A, G, or C) target sites ( Figures  1A and S1A) , confirming the preference for the first T in the TATV PAM. In addition to the altered TATA PAM, the RVR variant efficiently recognized the canonical TTTA PAM (Figures 1A and S1A) , consistent with a previous study (Gao et al., 2017 ) (also described below). The RVR variant was almost inactive toward the TSTA (S is G or C) and TARA (R is A or G) sites, and less active toward the TACA site ( Figures 1A and S1A) . These results confirmed the strong preference of the second A and the third T for the TATV PAM recognition by the RVR variant. The RVR variant was less active toward the TATT site, as compared with the TATV sites ( Figures 1A and S1A ), indicating the preference for the fourth V. These results demonstrated that the RVR variant efficiently recognizes TATV and TTTV as the PAM, consistent with a previous study (Gao et al., 2017) .
Since the RR variant efficiently cleaved target sites with the TYCV PAM (Gao et al., 2017) , we examined the RR variant for the ability to cleave 13 plasmid DNA targets with NCCC, TNCC, TCNC, or TCCN as the potential PAM (Figures 1B and S1B). The RR variant efficiently cleaved the TCCC site, as compared to the VCCC sites ( Figures 1B and S1B ), indicating the preference for the first T in the TYCV PAM. The RR variant efficiently cleaved the TYCC (Y is T or C) sites, but not the TRCC sites ( Figures 1B and S1B ), confirming the preference of the second Y for the PAM recognition by the RR variant. The RR variant was almost inactive toward the TCDC (D is A, T, or G) sites ( Figures 1B and S1B ), confirming the strong preference of the third C for the PAM recognition by the RR variant. The RR variant was much less active toward the TCCT site, as compared with the TCCV sites ( Figures 1B and S1B ), indicating the preference for the fourth V. These results confirmed that the RR variant efficiently recognizes TYCV as the PAM, consistent with earlier observations (Gao et al., 2017) .
The RVR variant recognizes the TTTV PAM as well as the TATV PAM, whereas the RR variant is less active toward the TTTV PAM (Gao et al., 2017) . We thus examined the in vitro cleavage activities of WT AsCpf1 and the RVR and RV variants toward four plasmid targets with the TTTN PAM ( Figures 1C and S1C ). WT AsCpf1 and the RVR variants efficiently cleaved the TTTV sites, as compared with the TTTT site (Figures 1C and S1C) , consistent with previous studies Kim et al., 2017) . The RR variant was less active toward the TTTV sites, as compared with WT AsCpf1 and the RVR variant ( Figures  1C and S1C ). In stark contrast to the RVR and RR variants, WT AsCpf1 exhibited no or little activity toward the TATV and TYCV sites ( Figure S2 ), highlighting the substantial differences in the PAM specificities between WT AsCpf1 and the two AsCpf1 variants. Together, our in vitro cleavage experiments confirmed that, unlike WT AsCpf1, the RVR and RR variants efficiently recognize the TATV and TYCV PAMs, respectively.
Crystal Structures of the AsCpf1 Variants
To elucidate the altered PAM recognition mechanisms of the AsCpf1 variants, we determined the crystal structures of (1) the RVR variant bound to the crRNA and its target DNA with the TATA PAM at 2.0 Å resolution, and (2) the RR variant bound to the crRNA and its target DNA with the TCCA PAM at 2.0 Å resolution (Figures 2A-2C ; Table 1 ). The overall structures of the RVR and RR variants are essentially identical to that of WT AsCpf1 ) (root-mean-square deviations are 0.52/0.60 Å for the equivalent Ca atoms between WT AsCpf1 and the RVR/RR variants) ( Figure 2C ). The AsCpf1 variants adopt a bilobed architecture consisting of a recognition (REC) lobe and a nuclease (NUC) lobe, in which the crRNA-target DNA heteroduplex is bound to the central channel between the two lobes ( Figure 2C ). In the two structures, the target DNA strand (nucleotides À10 to À1) and the PAM-containing non-target DNA strand (nucleotides À10* to À1*) form the PAM duplex, which is bound to the narrow channel formed by the wedge (WED), REC1, and PI domains ( Figure 2C ). The S542R/K548V/N552R and K607R substitutions are located in the WED and PI domains, respectively ( Figure 2D ). Lys548 and Lys607 are conserved among the Cpf1 family proteins, and they participate in the PAM recognition in the WT AsCpf1 structure ) ( Figure 2D ). In contrast, Ser542 and Asn552 are not well AATA  TATA  GATA  CATA  TTTA  TGTA  TCTA  TAAA  TAGA  TACA  TATT  TATG TTTA  TTTT  TTTG  TTTC  TTTA  TTTT  TTTG  TTTC  TTTA  TTTT  TTTG conserved, and they do not directly contact the PAM duplex in the WT AsCpf1 structure.
TTTA PAM Recognition by WT AsCpf1
In the WT AsCpf1 structure with the TTTA PAM, the PAM DNA duplex adopts a distorted conformation with a narrow minor groove, and it is recognized by the WED, REC1, and PI domains (Figures 3A and 3B) . Notably, the conserved Lys607 residue in the PI domain forms multiple interactions with the PAM duplex from the minor groove side. Lys607 forms hydrogen bonds with the O4 0 of dA(À4), the N3 of dA(À3), and the O2 of dT(À2*) ( Figures  3A and 3B) . Moreover, Lys548 in the WED domain hydrogen bonds with the N7 of dA(À3) from the major groove side ( Figure 3A ). In the WT AsCpf1 structure, the dT(À1):dA(À1*) base pair does not form base-specific contacts with the AsCpf1 protein ; nonetheless, our in vitro cleavage data and previous studies Kim et al., 2017) showed that AsCpf1 prefers the V (V is A, G, or C) nucleotides at the fourth PAM position ( Figure 1C ). To clarify the structural basis for the fourth V preference, we modeled a T nucleotide at the fourth PAM position (dT(À1*)) in the WT AsCpf1 structure. The modeling suggested that the fourth PAM nucleotide adopts a distinct conformation, due to the interaction with the PI domain ( Figure S3A ), and that the 5-methyl group of dT(À1*) in the non-target strand is located closer to the neighboring backbone phosphate group, as compared with those of dT(À2*), dT(À3*), and dT(À4*) (Figure S3B ). In addition, the modeling indicated that the dA(À1) in the target strand does not form unfavorable interactions with the protein. These observations suggested that AsCpf1 disfavors the fourth T in the PAM, likely due to the relatively shorter distance between its 5-methyl group and the backbone phosphate group.
TATA PAM Recognition by the RVR Variant
In the RVR (S542R/K548V/N552R) variant structure with the TATA PAM, the O4 of dT(À4*) forms a water-mediated hydrogen bond with Arg552 (N552R) (Figure 3C ), explaining the preference for the first T in the TATV PAM. The N6 and N7 of dA(À3*) are recognized by Thr167 and Thr539 via a water-mediated hydrogen-bonding network ( Figure 3C) . Notably, the PAM-complementary dT(À3) is extensively recognized by the protein (Figures 3C and S3C) . The O2 and O4 of dT(À3) form hydrogen bonds with Lys607 and Arg552 (N552R), respectively. In addition, the 5-methyl group of dT(À3) forms a hydrophobic interaction with the side chain of Val548 (K548V) ( Figure 3C ). These structural findings can explain the strong preference of the second A for the TATV PAM recognition by the RVR variant. As in the WT AsCpf1 structure, the O2 of dT(À2*) hydrogen bonds with Lys607 ( Figure 3D ). In addition, the N7 of dA(À2) hydrogen bonds with Arg552 (N552R) (Figures 3D and S3D ). These structural observations are consistent with the preference for the third T in the TATV PAM. In the RVR variant, Arg542 (S542R) does not contact the PAM duplex. Together, these structural findings explain the mechanism of TATV PAM recognition by the RVR variant.
TCCA PAM Recognition by the RR Variant
In the RR (S542R/K607R) variant structure with the TCCA PAM, the O4 of dT(À4*) forms a water-mediated hydrogen bond with Lys548, while the N3 of dA(À4) hydrogen bonds with Arg607 (K607R) ( Figure 3E ). These observations explain the preference of the RR variant for the first T in the TYCV PAM. It is likely that, in WT AsCpf1, Lys548 forms a similar water-mediated interaction with dT(À4*) and contributes to the preference for the first T in the TTTV PAM, although such a water molecule was not resolved in the previous WT AsCpf1 structure at a lower resolution (2.8 Å ) . dC(À3*) does not directly contact the protein. Instead, the O6 and N7 of dG(À3) hydrogen bond with Lys548, while the N3 of dG(À3) forms a water-mediated hydrogen bond with Arg607 (K607R) ( Figure 3E ). It is likely that the N3 and N7 of the A nucleotide at this position are recognized by Arg607 (K607R) and Lys548, respectively. These observations explain the preference of the second Y for the TYCV PAM recognition by the RR variant. Notably, the O6 and N7 of dG(À2) are recognized by Arg542 (S542R) via bidentate hydrogenbonding interactions, whereas dC(À2*) does not directly contact the protein (Figures 3F and S3E ). These structural findings can explain the strong preference of the third C in the TYCV PAM recognition by the RR variant. Moreover, the side chain of Arg607 (K607R) inserts into the minor groove of the PAM duplex, and it interacts with the ribose moieties of dA(À4), dC(À2*), and dA(À1*) ( Figure S3F ). Together, these structural findings explain the mechanism of TYCV PAM recognition by the RR variant.
Conformational Differences in the PAM Duplex
A structural comparison between WT AsCpf1 and the variants revealed the conformational differences in their PAM duplexes ( Figure 4A ). In the WT AsCpf1 structure with the TTTA PAM, the PAM duplex adopts a distorted conformation characteristic of a T-rich DNA duplex, in which Lys607 forms multiple interactions with the minor-groove edge of the PAM duplex (Figure 4A ). In contrast, in the structures of the RVR (with the TATA PAM) and RR (with the TCCA PAM) variants, the PAM duplexes adopt B-form-like conformations ( Figure 4A ), supporting the notion that the distorted conformation of the PAM duplex in the WT AsCpf1 structure is due to the three successive T nucleotides. Unlike the RR variant, the RVR variant efficiently recognizes the TTTV PAM ( Figure 1C) , and the location of the Lys607 residue is similar to that in the WT AsCpf1 structure (Figure 4A ). These observations suggested that the RVR variant recognizes the TTTV PAM in a similar manner to that of WT AsCpf1, and they highlighted the importance of Lys607 for the TTTV PAM recognition.
Cooperative Structural Rearrangements Induced by the Substitutions A structural comparison between WT AsCpf1 and the two variants also revealed conformational differences in the AsCpf1 proteins. In the structures of the RVR and RR variants, Arg542 (S542R) adopts distinct conformations and plays different functional roles ( Figure 4B ). In the RR variant structure, Arg542 forms bidentate hydrogen bonds with dG(À2) in the target DNA strand, and it plays a critical role in the TYCV PAM recognition (Figure 4B) . In contrast, in the RVR variant structure, Arg542 in the WED domain interacts with Thr167 and Ser170 in the REC1 domain ( Figure 4B ). Our in vitro cleavage experiments revealed that the VR (K548V/N552R) variant exhibits reduced activities, as compared with the RVR (S542R/K548V/N552R) variant (Figure S4) , indicating the functional importance of the Arg542-mediated inter-domain interaction. Given that Arg542 is located far away from the PAM duplex in the RVR structure, it is likely that Arg542 does not interact directly with the PAM duplex and contributes to the structural maintenance of the PAM-duplex channel, thereby enhancing the PAM recognition.
Our high-resolution structures further revealed unexpected conformational rearrangements induced by the N552R substitution in the RVR variant ( Figure 4C ). In the structures of WT AsCpf1 and the RR variant, the side chain of Asn552 hydrogen bonds with the side chain of Thr539 ( Figure 4C ). In the RR variant structure, the side chain of Asn552 also interacts with the backbone phosphate group between dA(À2) and dT(À1) ( Figure 4C ). In contrast, in the RVR variant structure, the side chains of Thr539 and Asn551 adopt distinct conformations, as compared with those in the WT AsCpf1 and RR variant structures, and they interact with the side chain of Arg552 (N552R) ( Figure 4C ). Arg552 (N552R) forms a water-mediated interaction with the backbone phosphate group between dA(À2) and dT(À1), while Asn551 interacts with the backbone phosphate group between dC(À6*) and dC(À5*).
DISCUSSION
The present high-resolution structures reveal the altered PAM recognition mechanisms of the RVR and RR variants, and they also provide detailed insights into the functional mechanism of Resolution ( Values in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell.
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the RVR variant, Val548 (K548V) and Arg552 (N552R) form base-specific contacts with the T nucleotide complementary to the altered second A in the TATV PAM. In the RR variant, Arg542 (S542R) forms bidentate hydrogen bonds with the G nucleotide complementary to the altered third C nucleotide in the TYCV PAM. This Arg-G interaction is frequently observed in Cas9-mediated PAM recognition, such as those in SpCas9 (Arg1333-G2 and Arg1335-G3 in the NGG PAM) (Anders et al., 2014) , SaCas9 (Arg1015-G3 in the NNGRRT PAM) (Nishimasu et al., 2015) , and Francisella novicida Cas9 (Arg1585-G2 and Arg1556-G3 in the NGG PAM) (Hirano et al., 2016a) . In addition, in the RR variant, Arg607 (K607R) donates hydrogen bonds and van der Waals contacts with the PAM duplex, thereby compensating for the loss of the interactions between Lys607 and the PAM duplex observed in WT AsCpf1. A structural comparison of the AsCpf1 variants with the previously reported SpCas9 variants, such as VQR (D1135V/ R1335Q/T1337R) and VRER (D1135V/ G1218R/R1335E/T1337R) (Kleinstiver et al., 2015) , reveal striking differences in their altered PAM recognition mechanisms. Whereas the third G in the NGG PAM is recognized by Arg1335 in WT SpCas9 (Anders et al., 2014) , the third A in the NGA PAM and the third C in the NGCG PAM are recognized by Gln1335 (R1335Q) in the VQR variant and Glu1335 (R1335E) in the VRER variant, respectively (Anders et al., 2016; Hirano et al., 2016b) . Thus, the altered PAM recognition by the SpCas9 variants mainly relies on the replacement of the Arg1335-G3 interaction in WT SpCas9 with the altered base-specific interactions (i.e., the Gln1335-A3 interaction in the VQR variant and the Glu1335-C3 interaction in the VRER variant). In contrast, the altered PAM recognition by the AsCpf1 variants relies on newly formed interactions between the substituted residues and the altered PAM-complementary nucleotides (i.e., Val548/Arg552-A2-complementary T2 in the RVR variant and Arg542-C3-complementary G3 in the RR variant). These differences are reflected by the distinct PAM recognition mechanisms of SpCas9 (base readout from the major-groove side) (Anders et al., 2014) and AsCpf1 (base and shape readout from the minor-and majorgroove sides) . The present structures reveal that Arg542 (S542R) plays distinct roles in the RVR and RR variants. Arg542 forms the inter-domain interactions and may reinforce the PAM-duplexbinding channel in the RVR variant, whereas Arg542 forms the base-specific contacts with the PAM duplex in the RR variant. These observations demonstrate that the amino acid substitutions that do not provide interactions with the PAM duplex can contribute to the engineering of the Cpf1's PAM specificity. This contrasts with the altered PAM recognition by the SpCas9 variants, in which the substituted residues provide new contacts with the PAM duplex. These differences also highlight the mechanistic differences in the PAM recognition between SpCas9 (via the PAM-binding groove within the PI domain) (Anders et al., 2014) and AsCpf1 (via the PAM-binding channel formed by the WED, REC1, and PI domains) . Furthermore, the present findings provide important clues for the Cpf1 engineering, and they suggest that amino acid substitutions that reinforce the PAM-binding channel could contribute to the alteration of Cpf1's PAM specificity.
There are also mechanistic similarities in the altered PAM recognition by the SpCas9 and AsCpf1 variants. In the SpCas9 and AsCpf1 variants, unexpected structural rearrangements play important roles in the altered PAM recognition, thus highlighting the power of structure-guided random mutagenesis approaches. In the SpCas9 variant structures, the direct hydrogen-bonding interactions between the altered third PAM nucleotides and the substituted residues (Gln1335 and Glu1335) are enabled by the unexpected displacement of the PAM duplex, which is cooperatively induced by the other substitutions (D1135V and T1337R) (Anders et al., 2016; Hirano et al., 2016b) . In the AsCpf1 RR variant structure, the PAM duplex undergoes a conformational change, partly due to the replacement of Lys607 (K607R). Moreover, in the AsCpf1 RVR variant structure, the N552R substitution induces local conformational changes in Thr539 and Asn551, thus rearranging the interactions with the PAM duplex. These cooperative structural rearrangements are not readily predictable from the WT AsCpf1 structure , and thus they confirm the power of the combination of structural information and molecular evolution for the engineering of the CRISPR-Cas nucleases.
In summary, our structural studies reveal the altered PAM recognition mechanisms of the recently engineered AsCpf1 variants. Furthermore, the structural comparison between the AsCpf1 and SpCas9 variants enhances our understanding of the PAM recognition mechanisms of class 2 CRISPR-Cas nucleases, and it provides a framework for the future engineering of the CRISPR-Cpf1 toolbox.
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